
CIT 2112:PC ASSEMBLY AND MANTAINANCE. 

MAIN EXAM.  (60 MARKS) 

SEPT-DECEMBER 2019. 

ANSWER QUESTION ONE AND ANY OTHER TWO. 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

1. A software is classified as either a system software or an application software. Discuss the five 

major functions of an Operating system as a system software.  ( 5 marks) 

2. What does the initials UPS stand for and outline 3 benefits of it?   (4 marks) 

3. Joytech Company bought new computers, the specifications were all outstanding except the 

RAM capacity. You have been asked to advise them on how to upgrade it.Outline the 7 steps of 

upgrading their PC Ram.  (7 marks.) 

4. A computer is an electronic device with lots of components. These components require 
power to function. Discuss the 5 uses of the power supply. (5 marks) 

5. Oluoch just bought a new laptop, kindly assist him on how to partion the hard disk and 
installing the operating system. (4 marks) 

6. PC maintainannce involves functional checks, servicing, repairing or replacing necessary 
devices or equipment’s .Discuss four types of PC maintainannce.   ( 5 marks) 

 

 

QUESTION TWO.  (15 MARKS) 

A Discuss 5 PC problems that often are related to the power supply and how they can be 
solved.  (5 marks) 

B.  Meru university town campus just built a new computer lab, you have been selected to go and 

configure the new machines to the network and connect a printer to the network. Kindly discuss the 

steps you will follow to achieve. (5 marks) 

       C. Define the following terms as used in Pc Assembly. (2 marks) 

                                                                           i)Case fan  

ii)Heat sink. 

D. Data transfer is via electronic channels called computer busses. Discuss any three types.  (3 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

QUESTION THREE. (15 MARKS) 

A. Discuss safety tips that should be added to your weekly laptop maintenance routine and 

will help you stay productive and safe no matter where you are working.  (4 marks) 

B. Njeri a customer just brought her laptop to you for repair, you realized that the problem 

was a software issue, demonstrate to her what her machine suffered from.  (5 marks) 

C. Define the following terms as used in PC assembly. (2 marks) 
i)Computer Case. 
ii) Power supply. 

D. What is meant by Electrostatic discharge and how can one prevent such. (4 marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION FOUR (15 MARKS) 

A. Discuss the following terms as used in networking. (3 marks) 
i) LAN 
ii) WAN. 
iii) WLAN. 

B. Discuss the three modes of data transmission as outlined in networking.. (6 marks) 
C. Discuss the meaning of the following terms as discussed in PC security.   (6 marks) 

i) A computer virus. 
ii)  Spyware. 
iii)  Worm 
iv) Denial of service 
v) Spam. 
vi) Pop Ups. 
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